
Persona
Persona are fictional characters, which you create based upon your research to represent the  
different user types that might use your service, product, site, or brand in a similar way.

Arianna Huffington

Group: Leadership Team & Author 

Paul Kingston

Group: Industry Experts

Chris Davis

Group: TCS Employees & General



Age : 

Status :

Location : 

Archetype :

Role :45 

Married

Walsall, United Kingdom 

Workaholic

Arianna Huffington

Biography
Arianna Huffington, Content Manager at TCS Perspectives, brings a 
successful track record of over two decades with vast experience in 
thought Leadership. Before joining TCS, she was associated with some 
of the notable names in the industry. She specialised in market 
research and supporting the sales challenges and methodologies.

She always tries to spend time  reading online articles to stay 
updated with the latest industry trends and industry growth.

Responsibilities
As the Content Manager, her responsibilities include the study of 
global trends and creating content for TCS Perspectives. She achieves 
this by taking surveys. Her strong leadership and management 
skills have proven to be the key enterprise benefactors.

Goals & Needs

Need to raise TCS Perspective where it can compete with the top thought 
leadership websites.

Provide different Industry knowledge through a personalised experience.

Expand the circulation by promoting the users to share the articles.

Provide more related articles and content.

Make people connected by allowing them to communicate about 
a specific article, Industry or technology.

Make the website accessible for all kind of users by applying accessibility.

Make Good and Useful content by touching all different industries.

Provide Insights on Larger &  Day to Day Issues. 

Follow new design trend and apply it to make the application Interface 
more pleasing.

Let the users know about the available career opportunities and current 
technologies we are working on.

Application has some navigational Issues.

No video or podcasts available in the application and there are some Issues 
while downloading the content in pdf format.

There is no proper system feedback while making an action

Followers are very less when compared to viewers

Language support is missing (GeoTagging)

Pain points

Inspirations

Area of Interest

Related contents are not available. ie; There is no navigation in the article  
to provide more information about one specific terminology.

IBM, McKinsey, CIO, KPMG, Gardner

Digital Marketing, Digital Ecosystem, Blockchain, AI, Customer Experience, 
Technology, Analytics.

Missing Indexing navigation ie; lack of navigation through content

Supporting Assets layouts are ineffective (Infographics)

Expect more flexibility in the Grid layout. It can improve the hierarchy of 
Reports, Key finding and Role & responsibility reports

Design Imperatives

Pyramid structure and parallax in content distribution.

Provide ‘Alt Text’ for images which are used in the article so that people 
with a vision problem can easily understand it.

Podcast and videos will make the user more comfortable and understandable

Featured Article, Trending Article and Articles by preference will be added

User can give feedback and like on a particular article.

Can share article and content on every single platform

Content highlighting will be available and it can be shared.

A Quick chat with the author will be available for the users

“Mark as read’ feature will be there in every article and it will be stored in the 
history page.

Content Manager at 
TCS Perspectives



Age : 

Status :

Location : 

Archetype :

Role :39 

Married

London, United Kingdom 

Workaholic

Paul Kingston

Biography Responsibilities
As a Chief Market Researcher in Gartner, he regularly explores the different 
website and follows the trend and growth of the Fortune 100. He does Desk 
research and collects data using his contacts in different organisations.  
 
Vision and growth of an organisation are closely related. Hence he explores 
deeply into the vision of a company to understand the growth

Goals & Needs

Get specific details related to Industry and its function.

Big Look on the Organisation vision.

Dig Deep into the content which is revolutionizing the industry.

Language must be professional and simple. It must make sense at the first 
glance at itself.

Provide personalized content.

Must easily capture, but don’t want to overwhelm.

Clear and crisp content.

Evocative Infographics and short animations are missing.

Contextual Bookmarking is not provided which reduce the experience.

The Feedback system is ineffective.

Pain points

Inspirations

Area of Interest

NewYork Times, Verge, Techcrunch, Gardner, Mckinsey MGI

Technology, Business, AI, Customer Experience, Stock Market Analytics.

The Content displayed in the Paper/ Features is not polished. Jargons and 
complicated words decrease reading efficiency. 

Presentation Layout can be more effective. It causes cognitive overloading 
3 * 2 Grid layout is not flexible.

Insights (like Short stories video, takeaway) are missing, which has a huge 
impact on understanding.

Design Imperatives

Effective Presentation of Content reduces cognitive overloading.

Provide content which is evocative. Well designed Infographics, Animations 
have a deep impact on understandability.

Short Insights and Takeaway text will help to reinforce the content.

Chief  
Market Researcher

Paul Kingston works as Chief Market Researcher in Gartner, London. 
 
His main role is to monitor the growth of Fortune 100 Companies. He helps his wide 
range of clients to invest in promising startups. Hence his job is difficult and 
challenging. Recently he is using the ‘Thought Leadership’ to evaluate the growth of 
Companies and Startups.  
 
He found out that the ‘Vision of a company is reflected in their Thought leadership’.

Contextual Bookmarking can elevate the experience

An effective feedback system will raise the overall standard of the Application.



Age : 

Status :

Location : 

Archetype :

Role :50 

Married

California, USA 

Workaholic

Chris Davis

Biography Responsibilities
He represented in consulting projects, detecting issues and investigating ways to  
resolve them, performing as an individual contributor on client engagements. 
 
He leads specific project initiatives and develop products, analysing  
statistics and conducting research.

Goals & Needs

Understand where the company is leading in the next few years.

Know what are the obstacles he will have to face.

Discover the Expectations of his superiors.

Learn how to reach a higher position through the other’s experiences.

Work in a new domain and methodology to take his skills to the next level

Be able to understand the direction of TCS and the industry.

Share his knowledge and improve his leadership skills.

Pain points

Inspirations

Area of Interest

Mckinsey, IBM, Accenture, Deloitte.

Business, AI, Project Management, Stock Market Analytics.

Design Imperatives

Expect more comfort in the Navigation

Reading Time will help the user to manage his time

Aesthetic and user-friendly

Principal Consultant

Chris, a Principal Consultant at TCS with strong ambition, he is been working in the  
field for the past 20 years. He started as a junior consultant in the company and  
worked his way up to reach his current position. He has a strong ability to 
communicate effectively and is capable to understand the overall direction of the 
company and the industry. 
 
He always finds time to read articles in TCS Perspectives to stay updated in the 
industry and learn from the leaders. 

Podcast and Videos will make it more effective.

Get in touch with the Author through a quick chat

Stay updated to everything happens in the industry.

Reach a higher position in the next few years.

Navigation Issues has reduced efficiency.

Content presentation is not polished.

Missing related contents.

There is no Feedback System or Comment option to interact with the content

Supporting Assets layout is ineffective

No option to save the Article to reading list or to finish it later list..

Language support is not available

There is no flexibility in the Grid layout

Interact with Article through the appreciation and  comment option

Recommended & Related articles will help offer the user much time

Subscription

Want to get maximum information within a short time period.


